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Alexander Calder, Fourteen Black Leaves, 1961. 11 3/4 x 41 3/4 x 20 1/2 in



Since its beginnings in 2005, the driving force behind 

the Juan Carlos Maldonado Art Collection, JCMAC, has 

been a recognition of the contribution that Geometric 

Abstraction has made to art history in the twentieth 

century.   In 2016 the JCMAC began a new chapter, 

opening its acclaimed exhibition space in Miami’s Design 

District to bring about meaningful dialogues around the 

artists in the collection at an international level. 

Our collection has historically focused on Latin American 

Geometric Abstraction (1940 - 1970), a well-known 

sub-sector of the broader Geometric Abstraction style 

prevalent during the postwar period.   With avidity, 

the collection has recently expanded to include artists 

from Europe and North America.   This new intention 

has allowed us to better contextualize the work of Latin 

American artists and provide a deeper analysis of the 

importance of Geometric Abstraction in a globalized 

world.

We celebrate this new phase by presenting Constructing 

Constructivism, an exhibition that brings together key 

works from the collection to explore how in the postwar 

era, a number of artists around the globe shared an 

interest in discovering what was at stake in the early 

days of abstraction. Their artworks looked backwards 

to the unrealized potentialities of Constructivist Art, 

but pushed further and in a great many directions.   

Constructing Constructivism is intended to shed light on 

artworks too often overlooked by the framers of the art 

historical canon, and in doing so, offer a broader vision of 

Geometric Abstraction as a style.

Juan Carlos Maldonado
JCMAC Founding President 
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Constructing Constructivism: 
Reflecting Back on Abstraction 1940—1970

The term Constructivism originated in Russia in the 

early twentieth century, and since then has been used 

to describe variously named abstract approaches to 

art including Hard Edge, Concrete art, Non-objective 

art, Cold Abstraction and, importantly, Geometric 

Abstraction. The choice of the word ‘constructivism’ 

was, in fact, inspired by an artwork by the cubist, Pablo 

Picasso, titled Construction (1914). Incredibly influential 

in avant-garde art to follow, Constructivism broke the 

boundaries of what could be considered pictorial by 

reducing the picture plane to a series of shapes and lines. 

Through this direct and self-conscious ‘construction’ of 

an image, artists explored the possibility of a universal 

language of form, color and plane. The promise of a 

universal pictorial language was attractive to a number 

of artists working in diverse geographic and temporal 

contexts during the twentieth century. This exhibition 

will provide an opportunity for visitors to understand 

the extensive international contexts in which geometric 

abstraction emerged and re-emerged as a matter of 

artistic concern. In doing so, this exhibition asks, how 

might one ‘re-construct’ Constructivism in the present 

day?
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Mercedes Pardo, Un Pequeño Sobresalto, 1973 (detail)



The exhibition seeks to understand ways that artists have adapted, interpreted, 

rejected and reformulated the social, political and aesthetic tenets of Soviet 

Constructivism. Taking the period of 1940—1970 as a primary focus, we intend 

to show how artists approached abstraction across time and space. While these 

artists may not necessarily have been working alongside each other, they 

shared an awareness of the historical conditions that shaped Constructivism’s 

production and reception in the early 1900s. Their diverse artworks demonstrate 

that Constructivism’s legacy has been variously interpreted, and that the nature 

of its imprint on the cultural imagination is site-specific. 

In the seminal text Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization 

(1996), anthropologist Arjun Appadurai explores the ways in which the world 

began to shrink with the onset of modernity (1996: 2). The global exchange of 

goods and information advanced at a rapid rate, and this in turn deeply affected 

cultural production. Appadurai’s formulation of modernity is useful: he describes 

the twentieth century as a series of ruptures. As opposed to the ways in which 

art historical Modernism has been conceptualized as a ‘radical break’ with the 

past, Appadurai’s concept of rupture removes the stark boundaries of region and 

period with which Modernism is often associated. These ruptures are moments 

which cannot be understood as singular or limited. 

In a time of unprecedented change—signaled and brought about by violent 

world wars—artists searched for order in their studios and sought out “universal” 

criteria for producing meaningful images. In Geometric Abstraction, painters and 

sculptors created methodical, structured spaces.  Their finished canvases had the 

appearance of a controlled, rational artistic process. 

The legacy of Constructivism in the U.S. has been informed by the socio-political 

developments of the twentieth century. In the years following World War II, the 

U.S. defined itself as the new center of the art world, replacing Paris. In doing so, 

American values became associated with Modernism in the U.S. and Abstract 

Expressionism was hailed as the art of ‘freedom’ and ‘individualism’. Often 

dismissed as leftist, decorative and un-American, Geometric Abstraction, was 

relegated to an historical moment in the rapid progression of Modern movements 

that were accompanied by manifestos and a sense of derision for anything not 

shimmering and new, for any sustained and careful exploration of an approach. 

In spite of political misgivings about the Soviet origin of Constructivism, several 
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artists in the U.S. gravitated towards Geometric Abstraction as a space for formal 

experimentation. They optimistically sought to infuse Constructivist-style work 

with new social content.  

In the postwar era, artists in the U.S. exhibited paintings that took up the 

language of Geometric Abstraction. Among the notable shows were: Geometric 

Abstraction in America (Whitney Museum, New York, 1962), The Responsive 

Eye (MoMA, New York, 1965), Colorists 1950–1965 (San Francisco Museum of 

Art, 1965), and Systemic Painting (Guggenheim, New York, 1966), to name a few. 

Many artists who associated themselves with Minimalism (a style that clearly 

used geometric forms) found a place for themselves in the art historical canon. 

However, there were many other artists who exhibited in these important shows, 

and yet have been omitted from art history books and discussions of Modern 

American art in the postwar era. In the U.S., in particular, this important work was 

all but submerged in the flood tide of Abstract Expressionism. 

Constructing Constructivism seeks to remedy this by showing several lesser-

known artists whose practice has been pushed to the periphery of art historical 

dialogues. Analyzing these works in the wider context of a globalized world 

allows insight into Constructivism heretofore unconsidered. The exhibition is 

in keeping with a larger trend in curatorial practice—an interest in the global 

ramifications of Geometric Abstraction. Recent exhibitions that have shed 

light on lesser-known artists working in this genre include Beyond Geometry: 

Experiments in Form 1940s–1970s (Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 2004), 

Constructive Spirit: Abstract Art in South and North America, 1920–50s (Newark 

Museum, New Jersey, 2010), and Other Primary Structures (Jewish Museum, New 

York, 2014). These exhibitions have underscored the global exchange of ideas that 

characterizes art in the style of Geometric Abstraction. There is, however, much 

more to uncover.  This exhibition, and JCMAC, as an institution, hope to create 

opportunities for the public to better understand how Geometric Abstraction 

emerged as a shared formal concern among a number of artists working in 

different periods and places.

The exhibition is organized into five sections: Order, Literal Image, Shape and 

Structure, Impossible Spaces and Rational Encounters. Each section includes 

artists whose works show similar concerns and strategies, exemplifying the 

global exchange of visual culture. 
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In Order, artworks demonstrate an investigation of figure and ground. They 

manifest Classical ideals of geometry, but are not exclusively visual. Instead, they 

underline the phenomenological experience of navigating space with our entire 

bodies. In Colombian artist, Carlos Rojas’ V2,V4 (1969-70), for instance, traditional 

distinctions between figure and ground are blurred– making viewers more 

aware of their own embodied perception. 

In the section Literal Image, artworks challenge the traditional “work” of the 

artwork: to offer a window onto another world. This pictorial illusion is destabilized 

in the works of American artist Leon Polk Smith and Venezuelan artist, Francisco 

Narvaez. Both artists use positive and negative space in unconventional ways. 

While their forms might suggest a familiar object from everyday life, they make 

any “easy” or literal reading difficult. This resistance to literal interpretation is 

accomplished in a number of technical ways; for example, Kenneth Noland and 

Mercedes Pardo achieve this primarily through color. 

The section titled Shape and Structure includes several artworks that break 

free from the rectangular canvas. In doing so, they disrupt the status of the 

“autonomous” art object—which is supposed to operate independently 

of its surroundings. Through reconceptualizing the shape of the painting’s 

support, artists draw attention to the relationship between the art object and 

the environmental conditions in which it is situated. A good example of this is 

demonstrated in both Uruguayan artist, Antonio Llorens’ Obra Madí (1949) and 

American, Neil Williams’ Kiel (c. 1965). Both works share a similar color palette 

and a disruption of the typical rectangular shape of paintings. Llorens pushes 

this even further by moving into three-dimensional space: the work borders on 

relief sculpture. 

Shape and Structure is further extended in Impossible Spaces, where perception 

itself is disrupted and distorted. Through complicating relationships between 

figure/ground and artwork/viewer – these art objects offer insight into the 

nature of perception. These disruptions are particularly evident in Nedo’s (b. 

Nedo Mion Ferrario) work. Born in Italy, Nedo studied at the famous Brera Fine 

Arts Academy in Milan in the 1940s and was taught by Futurist painter Carlo 

Carrá. After Nedo moved to Venezuela post-WWII, he adapted the early futurist 

influences into experimentation with light and shade, perspective and geometry 

to create ‘impossible’ graphics. 
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The final section, Rational Encounters, explores the ways in which Constructivist 

artists created works that were responsive to specific environments and 

encouraged audience engagement. These works are often kinetic or adaptable 

and thereby evoke movement. The sculpture Fourteen Black Leaves (1961) by 

the American artist Alexander Calder, dances through space by chance with 

dynamic grace, showing an extraordinary sense of subtle dynamism.  As the 

mobile moves with subtle changes in the air, the light catches the ‘leaves’ in 

different ways. These subtle environmental shifts are trigged by a number of 

factors, not least important, the visitor’s own movement. As such the sculpture 

is transformed with every new space and public reception. Similarly, Tout Blanc 

(1982) by Venezuelan-born artist Narciso Debourg plays on subtle shifts in light, 

which catch repeated geometric shapes at varying angles on a picture plane. 

Having moved to Paris in the 1950s, Debourg was influenced by European 

Constructivist traditions as well as Geometric Abstraction in Venezuela. 

This exhibition and the JCMAC hope to contribute towards an opening-up of 

Geometric Abstraction—which has heretofore been narrowly defined—and offer 

a re-evaluation of the cross-currents in geometric language in the visual arts. 

Approaching the artworks in this way is an attempt to erase previous divisions 

created by actual and conceptual boundaries that delimit art historical inquiry, to 

destabilize the ways in which art historical periodization has foreclosed attempts 

at comparative analyses of geographically and temporally distant practitioners. 

Geometry is a language used by artists from every part of the world and 

Constructivism became a field for experimentation with form in 20th century 

art: a place to explore the relationship between art and life. By ‘constructing’ 

Constructivism we engage the language of geometry by diverse artists and 

thereby aim to build these relationships towards new histories. 
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o r d e r
While concepts of order may seem to reside purely in the 

mechanical, in the precise and logical, Constructivist approaches 

to order were not limited to this formulation. Rather, they 

approached the ordering of the world as rooted in human 

experiences of organizing and navigating space. Order is thus 

fundamentally human. Geometry is inherited from the Classical 

world and manifests in the visuality of culture throughout world 

history, further prompting the intrinsic relationship to the body 

and mind. In the work on this exhibition, order is present in 

paintings where the relationship between figure and ground 

is emphasized. Order in Constructivist practice can also be 

understood through the social. Taking into account that artists had 

experienced major disruptions in world systems, their work was 

partly a reaction to and rejection of previous world orders that 

cumulated in war. 

Burgoyne Diller, Untitled, c.1940 (detail)



Abend arrived in Venezuela in 1946. He 

was trained as an architect at the Escuela 

de Arquitectura in Caracas. When he 

began to practice as an artist, his distinctive 

work in the style of Geometric Abstraction 

reflected his architectural insights. His skill 

was honed, in part, by his participation in 

a workshop in Caracas led by the British 

sculptor Kenneth Armitage. In 1963, he 

exhibited his work with other attendees 

at the workshop next to examples of 

Armitage’s abstract pieces. It was during 

a six-year stay in London from 1976 to 

1982 that he developed a refined system 

of Constructivist-style, irregular reliefs 

using a wide variety of materials. Abend’s 

practice matured in subsequent years 

and his oeuvre includes the commission 

of large-scale relief sculptures for major 

new buildings in Caracas. Relief (1979) 

is evocative of these commissions, on a 

smaller scale, where he arranges black 

painted blocks of wood to play with 

volume and void, both enabling and 

disrupting order as the viewer moves in 

relation to the work.  

Harry ABEND 
(Polish-born Venezuelan, b.1937)

Ilya BOLOTOWSKY
(Russian-born American, 1907-1981)

Relief, 1979
24 7/16 x 27 9/16 x 2 3/8 in

Untitled, 1969
42 x 42 in

After emigrating to the United States in 
1923 where he studied art, Bolotowsky 
became associated with “The Ten”, 
a group of modernist activists intent 
on rebelling against the status quo 
represented by academic art. Bolotowsky 
was influenced by Piet Mondrian and 
worked under the strictures of the De Stijl 
movement, which advocated an ideal 
order in art, manifest in straightforward 
geometry and the use of primary colors. 
From 1946 to 1948, Bolotowsky taught 
at Black Mountain College, NC, which 
was then under the leadership of the 
geometric abstract painter Josef Albers. 
Kenneth Noland (also featured in the 
exhibition) was one of Bolotowsky’s 
students. Bolotowsky, a vocal advocate 
of abstraction and a frequent exhibitor 
in New York and elsewhere, believed 
that geometric abstract compositions 
gained their visual power, not through 
adhering to fixed objective formulas, but 
rather through intuition. This is clear in his 
untitled composition, on display, which is 
systematic and ordered, but not formulaic 
in approach: variations in color and form 
show his sense of instinct in balancing 
disruption with structure.



At the end of the 1940s, Cairoli met Torres 

Garcia who sparked his interest in the 

theories of Constructivism and the art of 

Piet Mondrian. Cairoli became particularly 

interested in the effects of light on material 

and joined a group with Lucio Fontana 

involving in spatial research. Cairoli 

moved to Paris in 1952 where he worked 

on complex plexiglass sculptures and 

participated in Groupe Espace exhibitions. 

This group, following the lead of De Stijl, 

was dedicated to the neo-plastic ideal 

of synthesizing all the visual arts within 

architectural space. Cairoli endeavored 

to explore the virtues of transparency 

through spatial constructions

 using Plexiglas. In Structure Spatiale 

orthogonale (1956–57), Cairoli stratifies the 

space by placing one transparent, vertical 

structure which is subtly emphasized 

by the shadow it throws. This work, 

remarkable for its sophistication and 

quality of execution, fully embodies 

the work of Cairoli in the wake of early 

Constructivist artists.  

After his initial studies at the Art Student’s 

League in New York, Diller was employed 

by the Works Progress Administration 

in the depression and then served in 

the Navy in WWII. His career as an artist 

in the post-war period was based on a 

keen interest in the De Stijl movement, 

the art theories of Piet Mondrian and the 

Russian Constructivist Kazimir Malevich. 

Diller developed a distinctive, modernist, 

geometric abstract style in which he 

sought stability, harmony and order 

through careful design. He progressively 

simplified his use of geometry and 

restricted his color palettes in each work. 

Although he exhibited his work regularly, 

it was virtually ignored by American critics. 

It was only from the 1960s that Diller was 

recognized as a major contributor to the 

evolution of American abstract painting. 

Made towards the end of the American 

depression era, the untitled collage 

included in this exhibition captures a sense 

of the social condition through an austerity 

of form and color. 

Carlos CAIROLI 
(Argentinian, 1926-1995)

Burgoyne DILLER 
(American, 1906-1965)
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Structure Spatiale Orthogonale, 1956-1957
40 3/16 x 21 5/8 x 5 7/8 in

Untitled, c.1940
21 x 21 in



Following his work in figurative painting 
and naturalistic drawing, Rojas adopted 
Cubist aesthetics and collage in the late 
1950s. In the next decade, he turned to 
extreme rationalism and turned to science 
in search of a methodological guide to 
structuring geometrically abstract works of 
art. His award-winning 1969 series Signos 
y señales was dominated by virtually 
monochromatic tones and square forms 
designed as investigations of space. His 
work took on a new sense of abstraction 
to which socio-political overtones were 
added in the 1970s, when he began to 
give meaning and materials used priority 
over geometric precision. Toward the end 
of his life, Rojas’ painting synthesized 
ideas from his previous series by returning 
to geometry and incorporating new 
materials with a roughness in execution. 
Made in the same year as his Signos y 
señales, V2,V4 (1969-1970) from the series 
Ingeniería de la Visión, points to the 
scientific precision indicated in the series 
title: In the painting we are presented 
with an ‘engineered’ image that evokes 
systems and structures both physical and 
metaphorical.

In 1954, Pape co-founded the Grupo 
Frente, which gathered together Rio de 
Janeiro’s artists working in Geometric 
Abstraction. In 1959, she was one of the 
signatories of the Manifesto Neoconcreto, 
which promulgated the rejection of the 
orthodoxy and dogmatism inherent 
in Concrete Art in favor of freedom, 
experimentation, subjectivity and 
humanism. Pape was a prolific printmaker. 
She argued that the woodblock print, 
in particular, was aligned with the aims 
of Neoconcreto, because of its inherent 
formal qualities. She made clear, however, 
that the choice of medium was more 
significant than this, saying, “In contrast 
to what one supposes, in Concretism, it is 
not indifferent to make prints, paintings 
or drawings. If an artist proposes a 
graphic problem, he will realize it in a 
print.” Sem título, da série Tecelares (1957) 
is an intricate work that was made by 
carefully engraving geometric forms onto 
a woodblock, resulting in an interplay 
between the precision of the artist’s hand 
and the organic marks of the wood. The 
negative and positive areas evoke a 
dynamism of form that moves in and out 
of order. 

Carlos ROJAS 
(Colombian, 1933-1997)

Lygia PAPE 
(Brazilian, 1929-2004)

V2,V4, from Vision Engineering, 1969-1970
31 1/2 x 31 1/2 in

Untitled, from the Tecelares series, 1957
16 1/8 x 24 in



Ilya Bolotowsky, Untitled, 1969 (detail)





As human beings, we are hardwired to seek representational form 

in all images. However, a primary characteristic of Constructivism 

is a conscious separation from the literal image. Even though 

we may look closely at Geometric Abstraction, illusions slip out 

of view. Constructivists, thus, did not set out to represent the 

world, but to form art objects within it drawing on materiality and 

the elements of rhythm, balance and color. While this may be 

alienating for viewers unfamiliar with abstract art, these works 

resonate on a level beyond mere recognition: they exert pressure 

points beyond the space of the picture plane or the bounds of 

the sculptural form. This is perhaps particularly evident in the 

use of color, which sparks metaphor (as blue does for the sky for 

example) but simultaneously resists simple reference insofar as 

color provides an abstract aesthetic experience for the mind. 

 l i t e r a l
      i m a g e

Leon Polk Smith, Correspondence Black Yellow, 1963 (detail)



Trained in Caracas and Paris, Narváez, 

developed an intense interest in the 

elemental forms implicit in figural 

sculpture. In the 1950s, he created a series 

of works in the round in which visual 

references to the human form became 

increasingly less direct. His completely 

abstract work evolved from a progressive 

simplification of geometry. Narváez 

explored the visual and tactile potential 

of the essence of organic or elemental 

forms. It is these forms that separate 

the living from the inorganic. In his 

subsequent career, Narváez worked with 

both abstract organic forms and carving 

more representational, Cubist-inspired 

images of the human body. Sculpted 

during his intensifying transition from 

representational to abstract, Forma (1956) 

retains some sense of the figurative, but 

the subject matter of the work transitions 

from mere representation to form and 

medium: the sensuality of the surface of 

the wood animates the organic structure. 

In Forma, Narváez, captures something 

towards a universal form, reminiscent of 

paleolithic objects.  

Francisco NARVAEZ 
(Venezuelan, 1905–1982)

Forma, 1956
18 7/8 x 13 x 6 5/16 in

While studying art at Black Mountain 

College, North Carolina, Noland was 

exposed to the work of the European De 

Stijl movement and, from Josef Albers, he 

absorbed the art theories propounded 

before WWII at the Bauhaus in Germany. 

Allied with a number of American painters 

who were engaged in developing a visual 

vocabulary appropriate to an indigenous 

abstract style, Noland was a pioneer in 

the development of Color Field painting. 

His shaped canvases, at first symmetrical 

and asymmetrical diamonds, and then 

completely irregular in shape, were 

critically understood as works in which 

the edge was a significant component 

of the painting itself. To distance the 

painter from the abstract geometry of the 

edges and surface of his pictures, Noland 

detached himself by eliminating brush 

strokes through staining his canvases 

with their colors. Silent Adios I (1969) is a 

good example of this practice: the bold 

horizontal bands meet one another in a 

very subtle bleed edge, which causes the 

colors to vibrate against each other.

Kenneth NOLAND 
(American, 1924-2010)

Silent Adios I, 1969
18 x 24 in



Mercedes Pardo studied in Chile and Paris 
in the period of artistic turmoil following 
WWII. From the outset of her career, she 
was intrigued by the visual relationships 
between color and form. Her pictures were 
first pure geometric abstract works and 
then, at the end of the decade, she began 
to experiment with gestural abstractions, 
inspired by the European Informalist 
movement. Pardo was instrumental in 
experimenting with the possibilities of 
using various media to express the full 
potential of Geometric Abstraction. This, in 
turn, led to her increasing the complexity 
of the geometry in her work. Throughout 
her later career, Pardo moved back and 
forth between gestural abstraction or 
Informalismo and Hard-edge Geometric 
Abstraction. The enigmatically titled Un 
Pequeño Sobresalto (1973) shows Pardo’s 
converging interests. In the painting, she 
contrasts strong diagonal forms with a 
central organic shape. The moment of 
tension in the painting is well described as 
a ‘little fright’, it peaks out into the negative 
white space as a hint towards something 
‘behind’ the plane. 

Mercedes PARDO 
(Venezuelan, 1921-2005)
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Un Pequeño Sobresalto, 1973
47 1/4 x 42 1/8 x 1 9/16 in

Like many Latin American Geometric 
Abstractionists, Ramírez-Villamizar studied 
architecture and fine arts in his native 
country. He furthered his education by 
travelling to Paris and New York where 
he settled and encountered the concepts 
of abstract painting. Eventually, he 
abandoned two-dimensional Hard-edge 
geometric art and turned to sculpture, first 
producing a series of white monochrome 
reliefs. With the stimulus of a Guggenheim 
International Selection Award, he produced 
several public sculptures and emerged 
as a major contributor to the burgeoning 
Constructivist movement. In 1974, Ramírez-
Villamizar returned to Colombia where he 
created important monumental sculpture 
as well as smaller works. He represented 
Colombia at the São Paulo Biennale in 1969 
and the Venice Biennale in 1976. Ramírez-
Villamizar’s painting Verde, Azul, Negro 
(1958), titled after the colors on which it 
meditates (viz. green, blue and black), uses 
color to mediate between image and form. 
Despite the combination of shapes that 
may evoke familiar imagery, the subject 
matter of this painting is fundamentally 
the colors themselves. 

Eduardo RAMIREZ VILLAMIZAR 
(Colombian, 1922-2004)

Verde, Azul y Negro, 1958
46 7/16 x 39 3/8 in



Zox studied under German Modern artist 

George Grosz at the Des Moines Art Center. 

His early works followed the then-radical 

direction of Abstract Expressionism. After 

moving to New York, in 1958, he began to 

work in collage, using roughly torn pieces 

of paper stapled to board. Toward the end 

of the 1960s, however, he had developed 

a distinctive abstract geometric style with 

hard-edge shapes arranged symmetrically 

and asymmetrically on unprepared raw 

canvas. In 1973, the Whitney Museum 

of American art organized a major solo 

show of his work and, the following year, 

his work was included in the inaugural 

exhibition of the Hirshhorn Museum in 

Washington DC. As an extension of his 

interest in materiality, which began in his 

collage works, Zox’s intentional exposure 

of raw canvas in his paintings emphasizes 

the objecthood of his work. In Multi from 

Zone I (1965), the painted sections float 

atop the raw canvas, as if ‘collaged’ in 

paint. The element of repetition in the 

work prompts the viewer to search for 

pattern, for form, but any hints of illusion 

quickly slide out of view. 

Larry ZOX 
(American, 1937-2006)

Multi from Zone I, 1965
12 x 28 in

One of the often-overlooked giants of 
geometric abstract painting in America, 
Smith was strongly influenced by the 
paintings of Piet Mondrian and the 
aesthetics of De Stijl. He brought a refined 
sensibility to Hard-Edge Minimalism 
while maintaining a strict adherence to 
the formal and rational in his art. The 
lasting influence of the art of the Native 
Americans that Smith grew up amongst in 
the Indian Territory of Oklahoma is evident 
in his approach to the use of geometry. 
In Correspondence Black Yellow (1963), 
core elements of Smith’s practice are 
visible. In the first instance, two planes 
of color meet in an irregular hard-edge, 
creating a bold unified image that can be 
perceived at once. In addition, the choice 
of two contrasting colors is typical of 
Smith’s work, where color is the catalyst 
that activates the tension between the 
two planes. Finally, the resulting image 
prompts the sensation of looking at 
something from a very close range, a part 
of a larger shape, where the balance of the 
two colors against each other is evocative 
of a Ying Yang quality. 

Leon Polk SMITH 
(American, 1906-1996)

Correspondence Black Yellow, 1963
76 1/4 x 51 in



Eduardo Ramirez Villamizar, Verde, Azul y Negro, 1958 (detail)





Another kind of engagement with existing constructs of art, was 

the Constructivist fragmentation of shapes and bold interrogation 

of structures, which moved away from what is visible in the 

natural world. Resisting the inherited limits of artworks, artists 

engaged ways in which to push beyond the frame—quite 

literally. In 1940s Argentina, artists in the Arte Concreto Invensión 

and Madí movements explored the marco recortado, in English, 

the ‘trimmed or structured frame’, which collapsed, fragmented 

and exploded the typical rectangular, square or tondo shapes of 

paintings that dominate Western art historical canons. The practice 

of ‘shaped canvases’ is also closely linked to American artist, 

Charles Green Shaw, who in the 1930s began a series of works 

that he called “the plastic polygons”. While abstract, the paintings 

reference city landscapes, almost ‘flattening’ the skyscrapers that 

were beginning to dominate major cities. The innovations of artists 

in this section were appropriated by Minimalists in the 1960s and 

evidence of the strategy continues to surface in contemporary art. 

The title for this section pays homage to an exhibition curated 

by Minimalist artist Frank Stella, Shape and Structure: 1965 at the 

Tibor de Nagy Gallery in New York. In the exhibition, as in this 

section, two-dimensional works were featured alongside with 

polyptychs and three-dimensional works.

s h a p e    
        a n d

s t r u c t u r e

Neil Williams, Kiel, c.1965 (detail)



Llorens, after studying at the Círculo de 

Bellas Artes, joined the Madí group of 

artists in the late 1940s. He founded the 

Uruguayan Group of Abstract Art and was 

represented in exhibitions of Madí art in 

Paris in 1958 and 1961. As a major figure in 

furthering the Madí aesthetic of Concrete 

Art, Llorens produced powerful geometric 

abstract pictures, some with broad 

swathes of color and others utilizing black 

and white geometric forms which created 

complex optical effects. He also worked 

with shaped canvases that departed 

from the traditional rectangular form as a 

means to reinforce the optical effects of 

colored geometric forms. In Pintura Madí 

(1949), Llorens collides two bold orange 

and yellow shapes together in an irregular 

frame. Aiming to promote artworks that 

sought a universal, eternal and absolute 

presence, the marco recortado enabled 

works like Llorens’ to break, almost 

literally, out of the bounds of traditional 

aesthetic and epistemological limits.

Antonio LLORENS 
(Uruguayan, 1920–1995)

Obra Madí, 1949
24 7/16 x 22 7/16 in

Upon graduation from art school in 

Cali in the southwest of Bogotá, Negret 

presented a series of figurative plaster 

sculptures in his first solo exhibition. 

Their theme was religious and yet the 

austerity bordered on abstraction. Negret 

began to delve into completely abstract 

sculpture during a stay in New York in 

1949 and continued his exploration of this 

genre over five years of travel in Europe. 

Settling in New York in 1956, he focused 

on developing geometrical sculptural 

forms in painted steel and aluminum. 

Returning to Colombia in 1963, Negret 

fabricated painted metal, geometrical 

works inspired by the indigenous cultures 

of Latin America. Negret’s work, included 

in this exhibition, is part painting, part 

sculpture. Designed to be hung on the 

wall rather than presented on a plinth, a 

black wooden square reads as a canvas 

of sorts and is the base for a series of red 

metal planes which break the boundary of 

the picture plane and also burst into the 

space of the viewer. 

Edgar NEGRET 
(Colombian, 1920-2012)
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Edgar Negret, Untitled, 1966
32 5/16 x 31 1/8 x 19 in



After studying industrial design and 

architecture in Buenos Aires, Roitman set 

out to establish himself as a painter. He 

moved to Paris in 1951 where he joined 

the lively avant-garde and was drawn, 

by Carmelo Arden Quin into the orbit of 

the thriving Madí movement founded 

in Buenos Aires in 1946. The Concrete Art 

created by Madí artists involved irregular 

forms and hard-edge, flat areas of color. 

Roitman’s contribution to the aesthetic 

of the Madí included experimenting with 

restrictions of color to white, black and 

low intensity pastels and multiplying 

the variety of geometric forms. The 

title, Homage a Juan Gris (1953), refers 

to Spanish artist, Gris, who was closely 

associated with the Cubist movement. 

The work is a complex geometric shapes, 

circles and triangles, in varying tones of 

white with a small hint of blue tracing 

the top half of a circle. The work has a 

mathematical quality: the intersecting 

planes of the shapes clearly refer to the 

visuality of geometry. 

Volf ROITMAN 
(Uruguayan, 1930-2010)

Homage a Juan Gris, 1953
30 1/2 x 35 1/16 in

While studying the works of Josef Albers, 

Puente developed a system of geometric 

abstract painting in which color serves, 

less as a formal expressive element, than 

as a visual language or syntax with mean-

ing in itself. Having received a Guggen-

heim grant to travel to and live in New 

York in the late 1960s, Puente developed 

a new approach to Geometric Abstrac-

tion in which the viewer is invited to in-

sert themselves into a three-dimensional 

structure and apprehend color and form in 

a sensorial way. Puente was instrumental 

in the transmission of avant-garde ideas 

about visual art between Brazil and New 

York City in the mid-20th century. Sistema 

(1967) evocatively captures Puente’s devel-

opment from two- and three-dimensional 

work. In the painting, Puente expands the 

realm of the artwork to the negative space 

of the wall on which it hangs. Like his larg-

er sculptural works, this smaller painting 

becomes sensorial insofar as it blurs the 

boundary between the edge of the work 

and the world around it. The canvas cre-

ates an environment of its own and yet 

has a substantial internal solidity empha-

sized by the thickness of the stretcher. 

Alejandro PUENTE 
(Argentinian, 1933-2013)

Sistema, 1967
40 9/16 x 29 15/16 in.



A pioneer in the use of shaped canvases 

in the creation of hard-edge geometric 

abstract painting, Williams was a gradu-

ate of the San Francisco Art Institute. His 

work was regularly exhibited in the 1960s 

and was included in the New York 1966 

show Systemic Painting in which Geomet-

ric Abstraction, in all its forms—minimal 

art, shaped canvas and hard-edge paint-

ing—was brought to the attention of an 

American audience. After a successful solo 

exhibition in São Paulo in 1982 where he 

found a highly receptive audience for his 

geometric paintings, Williams died pre-

maturely shortly before he was able to 

relocate to Brazil. Kiel (c. 1965) exemplifies 

this section, not only because the work 

takes the form of an irregular shape, but 

because the shape is constituted by a se-

ries of outlined rectangles that seem to be 

‘falling’ out of the picture plane. To some 

degree, this shows a rejection of traditional 

Western formats and thus displays a deep 

interrogation of the art object itself.

Neil WILLIAMS 
(American, 1934–1988)

Kiel, c.1965
42 1/2 x 38 9/16 in
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Salazar, after attending art school in 
Caracas, exhibited expressive landscapes, 
abstract assemblages and paintings in 
the free expressive style of Informalismo. 
In 1967, Salazar moved to Paris where 
he began to create structured objects 
using corrugated paper and white paint 
to achieve the effects of light through 
Geometric Abstraction. The ordered 
surface of his pictures painted in white 
and a broad range of grays changed in 
appearance as the position of the viewer 
changed. He continued to refine his work 
by exploring the effects of positive and 
negative space while experimenting 
with the overall shape of his pictures. 
In Paris, Salazar joined the Salon de 
Réalites Nouvelles and exhibited with 
this group from 1992 to 2004. Composed 
with Salazar’s signature corrugated 
board, Expansion d’un élément 519 (1976) 
combines a shaped canvas, the effect of 
light on the surface of the material as well 
as a Minimalist approach that is absorbing 
to view. The basic square shape of the 
base is overlaid by an additional square, at 
an angle, which both floats and seems to 
sink below the surface.

Francisco SALAZAR
Venezuelan, b.1937)

Expansion d’un element 519, 1976
32 5/16 x 27 9/16 in





Leon Ferrari, Prisma, 1984 (detail)





As an extension to breaking free from limited understandings of 

form, many Constructivists experimented with new configurations 

and conceptualizations of space. Impossible space, in this way, is a 

disruption of perception, of perspective, and a disorientation that 

was equally taking place socio-politically. Artists working in the 

years following WWII and amidst the tensions of the Cold War 

and various disruptions of world orders, were engaging in small 

scale imaging of what was possible to imagine. Artworks in this 

section, particularly those by NEDO, are dizzying and engage the 

gaze of the viewer through subtle interruptions in repetition: they 

are hypnotic and create an image world which is not contained 

within their edges. Though primarily two-dimensional works, the 

element of spatiality is often captured through optical illusion. 

The level of detail and precision in this section is a primary quality 

of Geometric Abstraction.

i m p o s s i b l e
s p a c e s

NEDO, Reversión 16, c.1969 (detail)



Trained as a chemist, Barsotti began to 

embrace the visual arts in 1939 and started 

painting abstract works in the 1940s. In 

the 1950s, while employed as a textile 

and theater costume designer, Barsotti 

became acquainted with the Concrete Art 

movement but never fully embraced its 

theories. In 1959, along with his partner, 

Willys de Castro (also featured in this 

section), he joined the Neo-Concrete 

movement and he began to exhibit works 

that operated aesthetically in a new 

expressive space. Along with a number 

of other artists, Barsotti co-founded 

the Associação de Artes Visuais Novas 

Tendências, a venue for the exhibition of 

art free from the strictures imposed by any 

particular art movement. Most of Barsotti’s 

pieces are two-dimensional, but raised, 

surfaces that take the shape of diamonds 

and circles. In the untitled work featured 

in this exhibition, the hexagonal shape is 

somewhat unique and yet, in an austere, 

Minimalist way, manipulates space 

through subtle fragments which interrupt 

the picture plane. 

De Castro was a visual artist as well as a 
successful poet, graphic, industrial and 
stage designer, musician, art curator and 
magazine editor. In the visual arts, he 
was active in the founding of the Neo-
Concrete art movement in 1959. The Neo-
Concrete manifesto states that art should 
connect and interact with the viewer in 
an expressive space. The multi-sensorial 
experience of art depended on feedback 
between the object and the spectator 
and this could not be achieved solely 
by objective mathematical formulas. 
These were claimed by Concrete Artists 
as the only necessary components of a 
transcendental visual language. The two, 
small works, both titled, Abstrato (Sem 
título) (1957/58) use negative and positive 
space to form three-dimensional shapes 
which rely on the viewer to ‘complete’ 
them in their minds. The spatial element 
of the works thus relies on the active gaze 
of the viewer. Later in de Castro’s practice 
he would take this activation further in 
a series of works titled Active objects, 
which were closely associated with the 
study of phenomenology: that objective 
experience is rooted in the individual’s 
perception thereof.

Hercules BARSOTTI 
(Brazilian, 1914-2010)

Willys DE CASTRO 
(Brazilian, 1926-1988)

Untitled, 1957-1958
2 3/8 x 1 15/16 in

Untitled, c.1950
8 7/16 x 8 7/16 x 1 9/16 in



Ferrari’s artistic career began as a 
ceramicist, then became an abstract artist. 
His practice encompassed a wide array 
of media including painting, collage, 
sculpture, poetry, and printmaking. In 
the early 1960s, Ferrari began producing 
abstract drawings he named ‘Cuadros 
escritos’ (Written Paintings) and ‘Dibujos 
escritos’ (Written Drawings). In these 
works, forms are organized along regular 
lines, conveying the quality of calligraphy. 
Ferrari then began to produce works with 
legible words in tightly twisted abstract 
outlines. Beginning in 1965, Ferrari’s 
work became increasingly political in 
commenting on the Vietnam War, Western 
civilization and Christianity. Ferrari, 
increasingly under fire for his opinionated 
stance, exiled himself to São Paulo where 
he openly attacked Christianity in his 
art.  ‘Impossible space’ is perhaps best 
captured in Ferrari’s steel sculpture, Prisma 
(1984), which moves materiality into 
physicality with mathematical precision. 
Multiple repeated rods explode within 
the containment of a cuboid frame. The 
sculpture reflects on the tension between 
art and science, rationality and emotion 
in an attempt to blur their boundaries in 
space. 

NEDO, who was born Nedo Mion Ferrario, 
arrived in Venezuela in 1950 where he was 
employed as artistic director of some of 
the nation’s leading publications. He had 
a significant influence on the evolution 
of Venezuelan graphic design. In his 
creation of fine art, he incorporated forms 
of Venezuelan petroglyphs worked into 
lines over textured white backgrounds to 
resemble enigmatic ancient writings. In 
the mid-1960s, NEDO created a series of 
works in which he employed distorted 
lines, experimenting with light and shade, 
perspective and geometry to create 
‘impossible’ graphics. The works deceive 
the viewer, they are optical illusions that 
push, pull and warp space beyond the 
surface of the page. He became noted 
for his architectural projects that included 
murals, floor designs and metalwork. 
His work is somewhat reminiscent of 
M. C. Escher’s representational, literal 
engagements with paradoxical space that 
defy laws of gravity. Three of NEDO’s ink 
drawings are included in this exhibition 
and they each demonstrate the range of 
spatial meditations that characterize the 
artist’s work. 

Leon FERRARI 
(Argentinian, 1920-2013)

NEDO 
(Italian-born Venezuelan, 1926-2001)
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Reversión 9, 1967
17 15/16 x 24 x 5/8 in

Prisma, 1984
15 3/4 x 7 7/8 x 7 7/8 in





Venezuelan colorist, Carlos Cruz-Diez, has famously reiterated, 

“Yo no me inspiro, yo reflexiono” (“I am not inspired, I reflect”). 

Many Constructivists echo this sentiment: that, while emotional 

engagement results in expressive artworks, their own aims are 

rooted in the rational, as conceptual proposals. In a similar vein, 

there is often an intentional absence of the artist’s hand in these 

works—complete geometric precision—emphasizing their logical 

and scientific approach to vision and movement. However, while 

these aspects of the work distance the human body, particularly 

that of the artist, it is clear that a bodily engagement is necessary 

to the fulfillment of the work. The idea of artwork-as-event and 

fundamentally participatory is embedded in artistic practice at the 

time. Moving away from the trope of absorption of the genius, 

introspective artist, Constructivists working in these modes were 

actively engaging audiences. 

    r a t i o n a l 
e n c o u n t e r s

Carlos Cruz-Diez, Physichromie 233, 1966 (detail)



First trained as an engineer, Calder 

studied at the Art Students League in 

New York and then in Paris from 1926. In 

that year Calder began work on making 

mechanical toys and began the creation of 

a miniature circus that he fashioned from 

wire and other materials. His invention of 

wire sculpture, which he called “drawing 

in space” was influential in sculpting in 

this medium, particularly for geometric 

abstract artists. After a visit to Piet 

Mondrian’s studio in 1930, Calder became 

committed to his experiments in abstract 

sculpture. His early pieces of kinetic or 

moving sculpture were manipulated by 

cranks and motors. In 1932, he began 

to make mobiles that were hanging 

sculptures moved by air currents. Calder 

manufactured monumental versions of 

his mobiles for outdoor installation and 

created large-scale, static, sculptures 

which he called stabiles. Calder’s linking 

of movement and sculptural form was 

an extremely, influential innovation in 

the history of 20th century art. Fourteen 

Black Leaves (1961) is a kinetic mobile that 

embodies Calder’s early training as an 

engineer. The work shifts as the viewer 

moves around it and with the wind. 

Alexander CALDER
(American, 1898-1976)

Fourteen Black Leaves, 1961 

Trained as an artist and architect, Clark 

developed a geometrical figurative style 

that evolved into abstraction. In 1953, 

she co-founded the Grupo Frente in Rio 

de Janeiro, and focused her work on the 

study of the planar surface of the canvas 

and the incorporation of space therein. 

Clark then turned to the exploration of 

space in three-dimensional works of art, 

eventually producing her most innovative 

series the Bichos (Critters) between 

1960 and 1963. These sculptures were 

created from metallic sheets that could 

be rearticulated and were meant to be 

handled and moved by the audience. 

As viewers coax new configurations 

from the object, they activate its spatial 

conundrums. Clark’s interest in creating a 

participatory experience in art animated 

her later work, as she devised ingenious 

ways to incorporate the spectator as 

the final element in the execution of her 

work. Pancubismo (Bicho-maqueta) (1960) 

is an example of the beginnings of her 

participatory sculptures. The roots of these 

ideas are captured in the hinged surfaces 

that connect alternating planes.  

Lygia CLARK 
(Brazilian, 1920-1988)

Pancubismo (Bicho-maqueta 322), 1960
9 7/16 x 9 7/16 x 9 1/16 in11 3/4 x 41 3/4 x 20 1/2 in



Cruz-Diez trained as a graphic designer 
and, when he delved into fine arts, painted 
in a social realist style. By the mid-1950s, he 
travelled to Spain and France and took up 
abstraction. In Paris, he was made aware of 
kinetic art and worked on understanding 
the relationship between form and color 
and the animation of the picture plane. 
Over his long career Cruz-Diez has made 
major contributions to optical and kinetic 
art. He began his  Physichromie  series 
in 1959, which he continues to develop 
today. These works appear to transform 
in response to changes in lighting and 
the position of the viewer. Its title is a 
combination of the words “physical” and 
“chromatic,” a reflection of Cruz-Diez’s 
lifelong ambition to create situations in 
which viewers could experience color, 
not only visually, but also physically. 
Physichromie 233 (1966) is a complex 
composition where precisely configured 
stripes of colored cardboard and parallel 
columns of plastic strips produce physical 
colors due to the atmosphere of color 
induced by light. Colors and forms change 
depending on the perspective of the 
moving viewer. As many other works in 
this section, its experience by the viewer 
depends on their engagement, as well as 
on light.  

Carlos CRUZ-DIEZ 
(Venezuelan, b.1923)

Physichromie 233, 1966
23 5/8 x 39 3/8 in
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In 1949, Debourg moved to Paris where 

he became one of the founding members 

of Los Disidentes. Dissatisfied with the 

traditionalist aesthetic style promoted in 

their national education system, this group 

of young ex-patriot Venezuelan artists 

broke away from these formalist aesthetic 

approaches in their pursuit of a new avant-

garde strategy: Geometric Abstraction. 

Debourg has based the entirety of his 

work on the exploration of optical effects 

through rhythmic patterns, similar to the 

progressions of music. He moved from 

using two-dimensional surfaces to creating 

wood assemblages using cylinders or 

solid geometric volumes on a plane, 

where he fully utilized the variations in the 

surface perceived by the viewer as they 

move in relation to the work. Debourg has 

also created motorized kinetic sculptures 

which explore the effects of optics. 

Tout Blanc (1982) can be read in various 

ways by relying on variables such as 

position and light. Though not necessarily 

representational, the discs resemble the 

phases of the moon, mimicking the way 

shadow and light affect the way it is 

observed. 

Narciso DEBOURG 
(Venezuelan, b.1925)

Tout Blanc, 1982
39 3/8 x 39 3/8 x 3 1/8 in



Davis’ paintings, consisting of vertical 

hard-edge stripes, which he began to 

paint in 1958, produce an optical vibration 

when seen by the viewer. These rhythmic 

works were created in the environment of 

the Washington Color School, a regional 

offshoot of New York Color Field painting. 

In his geometric works, Davis exploited 

the potential of a variety of media, work-

ing in ink, oil, video, fluorescent light and 

collage. In 1972, he expanded the painted 

surface in creating Franklin’s Footpath, a 

huge ensemble of stripes painted on the 

street in front of the Philadelphia Museum 

of Art. He created similar enormous out-

door stripe paintings in Lewiston, NY and 

Washington. Pink Ripper (1968), a precur-

sor to his large-scale public works, com-

prises vertical, multicolored stripes in an 

elongated canvas. Taller than the average 

person, the work limits the viewer’s ability 

to see its full length up close and suggests 

a type of vertical doorway, a space that 

enfolds the viewer. 

Gene DAVIS 
(American 1920-1985)

Pink Ripper, 1968
105 1/2 x 10 1/8 in



A self-taught artist, Graham entered 
the art world by founding a New York 
gallery, where he exhibited the works 
of Minimalists such as Carl Andre and 
Donald Judd. Inspired by the work of his 
gallery artists he became a performance, 
installation and video artist, a sculptor 
and photographer. His work in the 
genre of Conceptual Art is based on the 
conjunction of media, texture and form in 
the exploration of meaning in American 
culture. He set out to investigate the limits 
of the conception of representation and 
the boundaries that exist between a work 
of art and its viewer. Graham’s For Gordon 
Bunshaft (2006) is a model of a large-
scale sculpture installed in the Hirshhorn’s 
sculpture garden in Washington D. C. The 
work is dedicated, as indicated in the title 
to American architect, Bunshaft, who was 
a leading advocate of Modern art and 
design in the 20th century. Graham calls 
these kinds of works ‘pavilions’, indicating 
their architectural form. The work is 
constructed from various media including 
two-way mirror, which implicates the 
viewer’s own body while they view the 
work. This element blurs the boundary 
between the subjecthood of the viewer 
and the objecthood of the artwork.

Dan GRAHAM 
(American, b.1943)

For Gordon Bunshaft. Hirshorn Model, 2006
21 5/8 x 42 1/8 x 42 1/8 in
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Born Gertrud Goldschmidt, ‘Gego’, was 

educated as an engineer and architect in 

Germany before arriving in Venezuela 

in 1939. Her first artistic works were 

collages and expressionist landscapes. 

She developed an interest in the line as a 

structural base and turned to working in 

Constructivist abstraction. In the late 1950s, 

she created sculptures and drawings 

that combined a multiplicity of planes 

composed of parallel lines. This created an 

optical vibrancy that linked Gego’s work 

with kinetic art. Gego rebelled against 

the exaggerated, mechanistic rationalism 

that governed a great deal of Geometric 

Abstraction in the 1960s and 1970s. In Dibujo 

Sin Papel (1985), Gego presents a broken 

grid subverting this tradition’s rationalist 

underpinnings by de-regularizing the 

grid. Here, Gego varies the locations of the 

joins, alters the lengths of the wires and 

even breaks them, generating an internal 

geometry as erratic as it is unstable. The 

work results in a parallax, shifting in form 

as the gaze of the viewer shifts.  

GEGO 
(German-born Venezuelan, 1912-1994)

Dibujo sin Papel, 1985
35 7/8 x 34 in



After emigrating in 1958 to New York, 

Kuwayama abandoned the traditional 

form of Japanese painting he had studied 

at the Tokyo National University and opted 

to experiment in Color Field painting. After 

his first solo show at the Green Gallery, 

he chose to obscure the artist’s hand in 

painting, something that was anathema 

to the aesthetic he had pursued in Japan. 

Using spray paint, he removed any 

vestige of his manual authorship of his 

new works. He enlarged his repertoire first 

by integrating vertical aluminum strips to 

provide divisions in his paintings and then 

by incorporating metallic pigments and 

translucent layers of paint to make the 

appearance of surfaces transform as the 

viewer’s position changes. Kuwayama’s 

works were frequently created as a series 

of objects where positioning of each 

element could be varied, thus producing 

a number of potential series in a gallery 

installation. Untitled (Blue) TK4139-1/4’65 

(1965), is an example of this approach. The 

title is an accession number of sorts, coded 

with Kuwayama’s initials and the date as 

well as the variation number.

Tadaaki KUWAYAMA 
(Japanese, b. 1932)

Untitled (Blue) TK4139-1/4’65, 1965
39 3/16 x 24 13/16 in

A protégé of Fernand Leger, Stein began 

to paint geometrical abstractions in 1956. 

The forms in his work were ordered by 

precise mathematical formulas. In 1960, 

Stein and a number of other French 

avant-garde artists formed the Group 

de Recherche d’Art Visual, or GRAV, with 

a mission to explore optical kinetics in 

art. They believed that the notion of 

individual artistic identity was out-of-

date and they proposed that the public 

should directly participate in art through 

means of interactive labyrinths. GRAV 

disbanded in 1968 and Stein continued as 

a solo artist with an individual identity to 

exhibit complex kinetic sculptures as well 

as Optical Art paintings. In Untitled, 1960, 

Stein strikes a balance between regularity 

and irregularity, creating a dynamic 

visual field. The painting is bilaterally 

symmetrical with some changes of color 

on the image reflected on the other side 

of the vertical seam. The play of color 

animates the composition and destabilizes 

its otherwise rational geometry. 

Joël STEIN 
(French, 1926-2012)

Untitled, 1960
40 9/16 x 29 15/16 in



Schöffer lived in Paris from 1936 until his 

death. In his artistic practice, he focused 

on the nexus between time and motion 

in sculpture and the workings of feedback 

systems or interactivity in art. He created 

the first cybernetic artwork in 1956 us-

ing primitive computations created by 

the Philips Company. This work involved 

the electronic capturing of environmental 

data including light, color and sound and 

the transference of this data to motors 

that create motion in the sculpture. This 

primitive cybernetic sculpture formed the 

foundation for Schöffer’s experiments in 

movement of objects in response to vari-

ous conditions involved in the participation 

of the audiences for his works. Schöffer 

developed a series of works commonly 

termed under ‘lumino-dynamism’ or the 

‘movement of light’. The sculpture, Luxe 13 

(1960), is constructed using movable filters, 

reflectors and screens, which enables a 

reaction to artificial light as the viewer en-

gages the work. 

Nicolas SCHÖFFER 
(Hungarian-born French, 1912-1992)

Luxe 13,  1960
22 7/16 x 15 15/16 x 6 1/2 in
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Soto studied at the Escuela de Artes 

Plásticas in Caracas from 1942 to 1947. 

Shortly after arriving in Paris in 1950, Soto 

began experimenting with Geometric 

Abstraction. In order to realize his 

concept of abstract art as pure structure 

and idea, he borrowed from the fields 

of mathematics and music. He used the 

mathematical concepts of repetition 

and progression—which contradicted 

the intuitive, subjective approach then 

in vogue and known in Europe as 

Art Informel. He came to understand 

the advantages three-dimensionality 

provided and developed techniques that 

relied on optical mechanics to produce 

kinetic artwork. The work Vibration (1960) 

is part of a series of works created in the 

late 1950s, where he created a vibratory 

effect by superimposing objects such as 

metal rods, as used here, over a wooden 

panel covered with his characteristically 

striated background. Activated by the 

spectator’s displacement, the rods lose 

their individual character and seem almost 

to disappear before the striped surface. 

Jesus Rafael SOTO 
(Venezuelan, 1923-2005)

Vibration, 1960 (detail)
23 5/8 x 78 3/4 x 7 in
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Above: Installation view Constructing Constructivism JCMAC Miami
Back Cover: Harry Abend, Relief, 1979 (detail)
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